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Few points

• Who voted for Brexit?

• “Divorce” issues. 

• “Re-marriage” arrangements.

• UK economic adjustments.
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The Vote (overall: 52% Leave; 48% Remain)
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Who voted “Leave”? Who voted “Remain”?

Majority of old people (over 45 years old) Majority of young people (18 to 44 years old)

Majority of retired people Majority of working people

Majority of people without jobs Majority of university graduates

Conservative
40%

Labour
21%

Far Right (UKIP)
25%

Other
14%

Leave voters

Conservative
31%

Labour
39%

Far Right 
(UKIP)

4%

Other
26%

Remain voters



Divorce issues

• Money.
• Amount UK must pay for continuing programmes it committed to in 

past.

• People.
• Status of EU nationals in UK & British nationals in the EU

• Administrative disengagement.
• For example, European Medicines Agency (now in London).

• Special situations.
• For example, Northern Ireland & Gibraltar.
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New trade arrangements issues

EU is a very different beast

• What is this Single Market UK is leaving?

• UK & Factory Europe
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What is the EU’s Single Market?

• Free movement of goods, services, capital & people.

• Regulatory harmonisation to ensure Four Freedoms 
(“Approximation of laws”).

• Customs Unions.

• Democratic process to produce new EU laws on Single Market etc.

• Adjudication of disputes.

• Cohesion payments (policies to help lagging regions).

• Dynamic arrangement (All agree in advance to accept all new EU 
law on the Single Market).
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Factory Europe involves much more than trade 
in goods
• Two-way flows of: 

• Goods

• Services

• Knowledge

• Skilled technicians & managers

• Investment

• Training

• Single Market provides 
disciplines for Factory Europe.
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Factory Europe
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Fallback option: WTO

• This would be an economic train 
wreck.

• EU tariffs can be high, e.g. 4% on 
auto parts & 10% on autos.

• UK is attractive place to 
produce, but France, Italy, 
Germany, Poland are good 
substitutes and very nearby.

• Would hurt EU27 and UK, but 
UK much more.

Asymmetric dependence (transport TiVA):
Value added in UK exports depends far more 
on parts & components from EU27 than the 
big EU carmakers depend on UK value added.
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UK economic adjustment
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Brexit & economic adjustment

• Brexit  higher 
export cost of UK-
based firms.

• To restore UK 
competitiveness 
UK wages must fall 
relative to EU wages.

• The 20% fall in £ has 
already started this.
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End
Thanks for listening
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Trade deals with non-EU nations: 
Background

• EU28 is largest importer & 
exporter in world.

• Achieved strong position by 
acting together (not 28 separate 
trade strategies).

• EU28 has trade deals with most 
nations in the world.

• Brexit means UK would have to 
replicate these bilaterally.

• EU has trade agreements or is 
negotiating them with almost 
every nation in the world.

• Two-way agreements with about 
70 nations.

• Unilateral tariff preferences 
granted to almost all the rest.
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Trade deals with non-EU nations: 
Problems
1. Market power:

• UK is 5th largest economy in world, but much smaller than EU28.
• Other nations may demand more from UK than EU28 (leverage);
• They could also demand compensation from EU27 (smaller market).

2. Sequencing:
• Until UK-EU trade deal is clear, other nations “cannot have a serious conversation 

about what an agreement with UK would look like” (USTR Mike Forman October 
2016).
• UK trade ties with 3rd nations, thus unlikely to start until transitional arrangement is 

agreed (in best of cases, this would be in 2018).

3. Transitional issues:
• Even simple trade deals can take years to negotiate.
• Once UK leaves EU, EU28 deals cease to apply to UK.
• UK needs to make transitional arrangements to avoid sudden rupture of status 

quo trade arrangements.
• UK could probably agree a ‘standstill’ with most 3rd nations.
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Conjectures about the future
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Conditioning facts

• EU27 is MUCH larger than the UK.

• EU27 national economies are deeply 
woven together by Single Market.
• Politically & economically.
• This was the plan from 1958; it worked.
• Any threat to cohesion of the Single 

Market is threat to each EU27 economy.

• Asymmetric dependence:
• EU27 market takes about 50% of UK 

exports;
• UK takes only about 20% of EU27 

exports.

• 2 year deadline & cost to UK of WTO 
option gives EU27 strong hand in 
negotiations.
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UK stance

• Current government is 
pretending that UK can 
have both 19th century-
style sovereignty & 
protect economy.

• Once talks start with 
EU27, the pretending 
will end.

• General election in 
May 2020 could end 
up as a vote on Brexit 
options.
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UK political situation: 
Regional issues

• Scots voted heavily to stay in EU. 

• Scotland held referendum on 
leaving UK in 2014 (before Brexit)
• Only 55% of Scots voted to stay part 

of UK.
• Scotland might break away if ‘Hard 

Brexit’

• Northern Ireland settled ‘Irish 
unification’ question by 
eliminating land borders with 
Republic of Ireland.
• Brexit may reintroduce land border 

and thus spoil the political 
settlement.

Scotland & Northern Ireland 
voted to stay in EU

Scotland

Northern 
Ireland

Republic of 
Ireland
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High politics in EU

• Each EU27 members would like to pick & choose among Single 
Market measures, but can’t (package deal), so UK can’t be allowed 
to pick & choose.

• Can’t allowing Brexit to create an attractive alternative to EU 
membership.

• Germany & French elections: Sitting governments will not want to 
be discussing clever, creative limits on migration with UK during 
campaigns.
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Outline: British + EU exit = Brexit

• Introduction

• Background facts & economic logic

• The Divorce

• The Re-Marriage

• Conjectures about the future

• Some guesses

• Terminology:
• “Leave” = vote to leave EU; “Remain” = vote to stay in EU.
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Making the EU was hard & messy

Customs Union Common Market Single Market1955

Extracting British egg from EU omelette will be messier

?

Introduction
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Introduction: It’s messy

• Brexit would be easy if it meant just leaving the EU.

• Messy part is “what comes next”.

• Basic problem: 
• The “Leave” campaign was deeply divided over post-Brexit plans, and so 

did not present a clear vision for post-Brexit plans

• Thus we know what voters were against, but not what they were for.

• Hard choices are inevitable, but there is no clear mandate from the 
referendum to guide those choices.

• The current government is deeply divided over post-Brexit plans. 

• RESULT: We still don’t know what comes after UK leaves EU.
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Example: The famous “Leave” campaign bus
Two promises
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Background facts & economic logic
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Trade asymmetry
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